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Key Findings
● Positive views of the national economy have dropped 18 points, and strong negative views of the economy have doubled since December. The gap 

between the national economy and local and personal economies has closed. Voters expect things will be better in a year, but still not to where they 
said they expected things to be when we last asked them what the future looked like.

● Getting sick and being unable to afford care is still the #1 economic anxiety, and growing, and healthcare and prescription drug costs are still the 
expenses they most worry about paying.

● There is a huge partisan divide over Trump’s handling of COVID, and he gets negative marks for his handling of COVID and other issues, particularly 
health care costs. His only positive marks come on negotiating trade deals with other countries. 

● The crisis has not yet had an impact on the presidential ballot where Trump is in a statistical tie with the generic Democrat in every state but OH. 
Democrats lead in the congressional ballot in MI, PA and WI. 

● Health care is still the #1 voting issue in the Rust Belt, followed by how the candidate’s policies will impact their pocketbook. Immigration is the #1 
issue for Republicans, health care is the #1 issue for Democrats and independents, 

● When it comes to policies to improve the economy, voters support a Democratic policy agenda that starts with reducing prescription drugs costs and 
protecting Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security.

● Democratic healthcare messages are compelling, particularly when they focus on the pain of high costs and the need to prioritize reducing costs for 
people, not profits for pharma and insurers, and Democrats win the debate against the GOP message. 

● When it comes to COVID messages, voters - Democrats and undecided voters included - want to hear messages that focus on leadership qualities and 
getting things done now for people who are hurting. More aggressive messages calling out Republicans and Trump for their handling of the crisis are 
embraced less in this moment. 



Methodology
Using its Dynamic Online Sampling Engine to accurately sample the electorate, Change Research surveyed 
2,040 likely 2020 voters across four states from March 21-23, 2020. 

● 510 in Michigan
● 510 in Ohio
● 510 in Pennsylvania
● 510 in Wisconsin

Post-stratification was performed within state on age, gender, ethnicity, education and 2016 Presidential 
vote. Each state was given equal weight. 

This is the third wave of survey research. The first wave was conducted in May 2019 among 1,755 likely 
voters, and the second wave was conducted December 3-5, 2019 among 2,116 likely voters.



The Electoral College is still up for grabs



Trump gets negative marks on COVID, other 
issues
Even though underwater, some rallying around Trump on COVID. He is weakest on healthcare costs. Only positive grade for trade. 



Massive partisan split on COVID handling
Democrats far more intense in disapproval than Republicans in their approval 



Healthcare still most important voting issue
Healthcare top factor among Democrats (46%);  immigration top factor for Republicans (43%).



Going broke getting sick still top concern & 
growing
Voters are more anxious across the board, especially more fearful of a stock market crash



Healthcare & Rx most anxiety inducing 
expenses

These are the same top expenses as in May and November 2019



Best COVID messages set as example on tone 
& say people over political points right now



Reviews of the national economy now look much closer to reviews of the local economy 
Voters’ views of the economy in a new place

Economy in the country Personal economic situationEconomy in your area



Those saying the national economy is “poor” have doubled
The economy is in a new place

MI WIPAOH



Close to where voters said things were 5 yrs ago 

MI WIPAOH

The gains under Trump have been wiped out



Strong positive reviews of local economy cut in half 
Local economy weaker 

MI WIPAOH



Less impact on personal finances, which 
were already getting the lowest ratings

MI WIPAOH



Voters expect things to improve, but not 
where they expected things to be last year 

Economy in the country Personal economic situation



Democratic health care messages compelling
Especially one focused in a relatable, personal way on costs.



Democrats still win the health care contrast

Democrats say health care costs are killing us, but Republicans are 
taking millions from prescription drugs companies and insurance 
lobbyists and voting against new measures to reduce drug costs, 
and Republicans are still trying to repeal the Affordable Care Act's 
protections for preexisting conditions.

Donald Trump says the Democrats want to spend trillions of 
dollars on a socialist health care plan that would kick voters off of 

their private health insurance plans, eliminating Americans’ 
freedom to make their own health care choices or see their 

preferred doctor.

Compared to the GOP argument on health care



Trump support steady despite COVID & economic 
crisis
Voters are divided on Trump, but intense disapproval still outpaces strong approval in MI, PA, and WI

MI WIPAOH



Dems leading down ballot


